From the motion picture 'ANNIE'

easy street

(Jazz Ensemble with Solo Dixieland Trio)

Words by MARTIN CHARNIN
Music by CHARLES STROUSE
Arranged by MIKE BARONE
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From the motion picture 'ANNIE'

easy street
(Jazz Ensemble with Solo Dixieland Trio)

Words by MARTIN CHARNIN
Music by CHARLES STROUSE
Arranged by MIKE BARONE

TRUMPET 1

1. "easy street" is a song from the motion picture 'ANNIE'.
2. The lyrics are by Martin Charnin and the music is by Charles Strouse.
3. The piece is arranged by Mike Barone.

[Musical notation follows, showing the music score for Trumpet 1.]
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GUITAR

```
G7  C7  Eb  Bb
Ebm16  Bb
Gb9  Bb6  Gm17
C9  F7  Bbm16  Eb6  Ab9
Cm17  F9  Bbm16  Eb6  C9
```
From the motion picture 'ANNIE'

**easy street**

*(Jazz Ensemble with Solo Dixieland Trio)*

Words by MARTIN CHARNIN  
Music by CHARLES STROUSE  
Arranged by MIKE BARONE

\[ VIBES \]

\[ MUSIC NOTE TABLE \]
DRUMS

Jazz Feeling (No Fills - Just Play Time!)

(Dive 2 Beat)

(Swung Back Beat)